
Title: Conditions requiring medical treatment 
on the Western Front

How do you think this 
was treated?

How could this be 
prevented?

What are the 
symptoms of trench 

foot?
How useful is this picture for an 

enquiry into conditions on the 
Western Front? (8 marks) (ADD 
judgement, evidence, knowledge, 

provenance) 



Title: Conditions requiring medical 
treatment on the Western Front

Outcomes:  
-Describe the main conditions requiring 
treatment on the Western Front. 
-Explain the attempts to solve problems 
with these conditions. 
-Assess famous soldiers and their 
importance.  



Complete your conditions booklet using the posters 
for help. 

Challenges-What condition 
was the biggest problem and 
why?

Which famous person had the 
biggest impact during the war?

Which famous person had the 
biggest impact after the war?

Task-Booklet activity



GCSE EXAM QUESTION

Study sources A and B. 

How useful are Sources A and B for an enquiry into the effects of gas attacks.

Explain your answer, using Sources A and B and your own knowledge of the historical 

context.

(8 marks)

GCSE Skills Focus – Question 2a (Source Usefulness)

How to answer:

To answer this question correctly you need to analyse the content and provenance
of the source to make a judgment about how useful it is to you. You must use your
own knowledge to asses its reliability and accuracy. 



Source A:
A photograph of men wearing cotton wool pad 
masks, April 1915. This was a simple form of gas 
mask. The Second Battle of Ypres also begun in April 
1915. 

You need to identify the content
and the provenance and back this 

up with some knowledge.

Content:

What does the source say or 
show? 

What can that teach you?

This photograph shows soldiers 
wearing cloth pads. 

These soldiers are wearing 
protective goggles.

The soldiers are wearing thick 
gloves in this picture



Source A:
A photograph of men wearing cotton wool pad 
masks, April 1915. This was a simple form of gas 
mask. The Second Battle of Ypres also begun in April 
1915. 

Provenance:

Provenance is about where the 
source comes from.

You should consider:

Nature –
What is it?

Origin –
When was it created? Where? By 
whom? 

Purpose –
Why was it created?

You need to identify the content
and the provenance and back this 

up with some knowledge.



Source A:
A photograph of men wearing cotton wool pad 
masks, April 1915. This was a simple form of gas 
mask. The Second Battle of Ypres also begun in April 
1915. 

Provenance:

Provenance is about where the 
source comes from.

You should consider:

Nature –
This is a photograph

Origin –
It was taken in April 1915

Purpose –
Perhaps to teach soldiers how to 
defend against gas attacks.

You need to identify the content
and the provenance and back this 

up with some knowledge.



Source A:
A photograph of men wearing cotton wool pad 
masks, April 1915. This was a simple form of gas 
mask. The Second Battle of Ypres also begun in April 
1915. 

Knowledge:

For both the content and 
provenance, you should use some 

of your own knowledge to 
support your point.

For content your knowledge can 
be used to show how accurate or 

typical the source is. 

For provenance, your knowledge 
can be used to show how reliable 

the source is. 

You need to identify the content
and the provenance and back this 

up with some knowledge.



Source A is very useful for an enquiry into the effects of gas attacks. 
The photograph shows soldiers wearing cotton wool pads around their 
mouths. This shows a common way soldiers protected themselves 
against chlorine gas early in the war. The pads would be combined 
with urine which would hopefully neutralise the gas and keep the 
soldier safe. The source also shows soldiers wearing goggles and 
gloves. This suggests that soldiers were concerned about the effects 
gas would have on their eyes and skin. Although chlorine gas mainly 
affected the lungs, it would also cause irritation to the eyes. Source A is 
a photograph taken in April 1915. This is the same time that the 2nd

Battle of Ypres was fought. During this battle chlorine gas was used for 
the first time. This makes the source incredibly reliable as it likely 
shows some of the real equipment used during the battle. It is possible 
that this photograph was intended to be used to demonstrate how to 
use cotton-pad masks in a safe way. This means that the photographer 
would want to make sure that they are showing the pads being used in 
the correct way. This would make the source even more useful as we 
could be sure that it reliably shows how soldiers prevented injuries 
from gas attacks.



GCSE Skills Focus – Question 2a (Source Usefulness)

Your Turn

Use the sheet to plan an answer for Source B. 

Remember to consider content, provenance and your own 
knowledge.

Remember also to focus on explaining how useful it is



GCSE Skills Focus – Question 2a (Source Usefulness)

Now have a go at answering the question.

You need to write one full paragraph. Try to balance it equally between content 
and provenance and use your own knowledge to support your arguments. 

Source B is very useful for an enquiry into the effects of gas attacks. 

The source says “…” This suggests that… I know that... 

The source also says “…” this is also useful because…

This is a… this means that… therefore this is more reliable because…

The source was written by… so… 

However, one limitation of the source could be…



KEYWORD BINGO!
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